mycontempt since I alone knowthe truth" is quite
a different one. WhatI do meanis that there is no
prima facie case, in the eyes of God,a Martian, or
a non-critic, for assumingthat any one of us is right
and the others wrong. If such a judgment should
be vindicated later on it will not be by the methods
which Mr. Corke has chosen.
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PHILIP TOYNBEI~

Durrell,

Lindsey, Ipswich

Corke, and the Critics

Smcr. I was the only critic to be exempted from
Mr. Hilary Corke’s strictures last monthmay I be
allowed to express mydistaste for the tone of his
article? I do so because this particular trick of the
trade has begun to be practised far too often.
Mr. Corke believes that Lawrence Durrell’s
Alexandria Quartet is an important book--and so
do I. Others of our heterogeneous fraternity disagree with us; and I would be happy to take up
an argument with them in your pages or anywhere
else. But what none of us has the least right to do
is to break ranks, jump on top of a dung hill and
cock a snook at the rest as if he were a creature of
a different and superior race. By using, to describe
his colleagues, the comic-insulting term "Criticus,"
Mr. Corke implies that he is not a critic like the
rest of us, but somesort of Moseswhohas received
the Tablets of the Lawfrom the top of his private
midden. I will say nothing about Mr. Corke’s cheap
gl.bes against critics whohave travelled less widely
than he has. It is the general assumption of knowing the truth about the Durrell books which is
intolerable. He doesn’t knowthe truth about them
because it is not knowablein these terms.
The best that any of us can do is to make our
judgments with care, express them forcibly, and
attempt to reinforce them in depth. Wecan do
this by saying, in as muchdetail as our space allows
us, what we mean when we say that a given book
is good or bad. I believe myself that books are
good or bad: I am not a subjectivist. But I also
believe that no critic--not even the most heavily
encumberedwith a critical apparatus--can either
knowor, still less prove, that his own judgment
of a book is the right one. Mr. Corke and I believe
one thing about Durrell; manyof our colleagues
believe the opposite. A fruitful argument between
us would lead to a continuous clarification of each
position; but arrogant abuse simply makesa critical
ass of the abuser.
I write with strong feelings on this subject
because I recently protested in print against a
similar article which Mr. Donald Hall wrote about
Pound’s Cantos. I threw downa gage to him in the
form of four specific questions; but he didn’t pick
it up. He kept mum.Recently, too, in still another
periodical, I appeared among the goats when two
young mendelivered a similar attack on the critics
for their failure to recognise that Mr. Golding’s
latest novel is a masterpiece. Get back into the
ranks, for that is where we all belong!
This does not mean that I think everybody’s
judgment is of equal value. Nor does it mean that
we should be over-modest about our own judgments. "You are wrong about Durrell, and I will
tell you why," is one attitude. "Youare all beneath

Priestley in Australia
IN A recent paragraph about the Melbourne Peace
Congress, ENCOVNTER
committed itself to a strange
distortion of the truth. The paragraph says:
"Recently at a Peace Congress in Melbourne Mr.
] B. Priesfley (thinking of Tibor D~ry) argued
vainly for a resolution claiming ’freedom for every
true artist to express and communicatehis vision
of life and its delights and complexities.... ’ Abram
Tertz, we think, would have appreciated the irony
that he found himself in a minority of one."
Mr. Priestley was not in a minority of one for
the simple reason that he was not there at all, and
did not argue, vainly or otherwise, for this resolution. It was movedby Vincent Buckleybut defeated
by such lovers of freedom as the Communistwriter
Frank Hardy and his followers. The best that Mr.
Priestley did was to dissociate himself a few days
later from the rejection of the resolution.
But despite his silly conduct in Australia Mr.
Priestley seems to be giving himself a good Press
in England, and in a recent article in the New
Statesman he described as McCarthyite those Australian intellectuals who took peace and freedom
seriously enough to warn him that the Melbourne
Peace Congress was Communist:dominated. The
point seems to be that Mr. Priestley knewit was,
but did not care, because although he would not
be seen dead in a Communistfront in England that
sort of thing is good enough for Australia. Early
last month the editor of the Sydney Observer was
provokedby Mr. Priestley’s article to write to the
NewStatesman making this point. The letter also
said: "Australians are beginning to fear that the
last traces of English colonialist prejudices are now
found to be in Londonradicals .... "
H. R. KRYOI~R

Sydney
MR.r:aYOXER
is justified in his correction. Mywife
and I were guests of the Congress and not delegates to it, therefore wetook no part in its official
proceedings. Wedid, however, associate ourselves
publicly with the protesting minority in the Writers’
Section.
But his last paragraph is as inaccurate as it is
ill-natured. I don’t think I can fairly be accused
of "silly conduct in Australia" whereI fulfilled, to
most people’s satisfaction, an exceptionally heavy
programmeof public meetings, radio and TV, interviews, traveI. One article, which is all I have
written about myAustralian visit, hardly justifies
the statement that "Mr. Priestley seemsto be giving
himself a good Press in England," although any
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man, after an encounter with the Sydney Press,
might be excused for trying. Nor did I say in that
article what he accuses me of saying: he should
read it again. The only "intellectuals" who warned
me that the Congress was "Communist-dominated"
were certain membersof the Melbourne University
Faculty, whodid not write to meuntil I arrived for
the opening of the Congress, and who said they
were taking part in it themselves. There was
nothing in the original invitation and literature of
the Congress to suggest it was "Communistdominated," and during the months that elapsed
before our arrival in Melbournenone of the people
who thought like Mr. Krygier got into touch with
me. I admit that if they had have done, I would
have ignored their warnings. And for this reason.
The Congress offered me an opportunity to talk
about nuclear disarmament, along the lines of our
Campaign. And I can assure Mr. Krygier that if
the Campaigndid not exist here, and if the only
chance I had of discussing the subject publicly
came from a similar Congress in London, then I
would accept the invitation of any such Congress.
The idea that I behaved as I did because of some
mysterious"Englishcolonialist prejudice" is idiotic.
This "colonialism" exists only in the minds of Mr.
Krygier and his friends. And I hereby announce
that I do not propose to reply to any moreof these
ridiculous charges, even if somebodyin Sydney
discovers that I spent someof mytime there eating
humanflesh. Australia--big, generous, friendly herself--must cope herself with these sour types.
J. B. PRIESTLEY

London

The Two Cultures and Education
Isr~’T the split betweenthe two cultures fundamentally between two methods of approach ? "Science"
for most people to-day implies the physicochemical
analytic approach, whichis essentially mechanistic,
designed to find out how things work, here and
now, with a view to their technological control. It
can, of course, be applied to humanproblems, including problems of humanphysiology and health,
but there too inevitably issues in some kind of
technology. "Mind" is an inconvenient phenomenon
which can’t be fitted into its categories; and so
"science" refuses to consider mind scientifically,
either arrogantly dismissing it as an epiphenomenon,
a mere by-product of material mechanisms, or
irrationally proclaiming it and its products, such
as values or worksof art, as something outside the
province of science.
Per contra, Snow’straditional or literary culture
is rooted in mind and its products, and starts from
the fact of values--intellectual, ~esthetic, and ethical.
Sometimes,with equal arrogance, it claims that its
values are absolute or irreducible and in any case
outside the reach of the materialistic hands of
science; or it merely resists scientific advance by
claimingempirical validity for its traditional values,
including their unscientific aspects.
The gap between "the two cultures" can be
diminished in various ways. Onthe scientific side,
biology can be raised from its present status as poor
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relative of physics and chemistry or hired servant
of medical and agricultural technology, to a position of importanceand trust. After all, biology links
manwith the rest of life, and mind with matter.
For another thing, science can pay moreattention
to its ownhistory. This will give scientists a proper
combination of humility and pride, and will help
themand others to understand better the laboriousness of the scientific process, its numerousmistakes,
and yet its unique effectiveness in extracting knowledge from ignorance and truth from error.
Onthe literary-traditionalist side also, history can
be more adequately stressed--history of values, of
science and learning, of arts and religions, of social
institutions--showing how all are interrelated;
above all, how "science" is only a part of the
general search for knowledge and understanding,
and how the state of knowledge influences everything else, including values and beliefs.
Meanwhile,various remedies are being suggested
and sometimestried: more courses in general science
for non-scientists, bigger doses of literature and art
and philosophyfor scientists, morehistory of science
for everybody.... But all these are at best only
bridges between the parts of a fragmented system:
they do not give it true wholenessor unity.
Some general view of human destiny is surely
the indispensable educational basis for an unfragmented culture. Yet this task is nowlargely relegated to the sidelines, often under the head of
religious teaching. It could, however, becomethe
unifying core for our educational theory and practice, because at last the increase of our knowledge
is providing such a view, both comprehensive and
relevant to the present state of the world.
The unifying concept is evolution. The entire
universe, we nowrealise, is one single process of
evolution; and manis the agent for its future course
on earth. The earth shows three phases of evolution-inorganic, biological, and human(or, as we
are beginning to call it, psychosocial), each emerging from its predecessor.
Geology and the other earth-sciences show how
the earth’s make-uparose; howits physical features
and its open and hidden resources were all produced by natural agencies. Biology shows us life
as a simple branching flow of self-reproducing
matter. During its evolution, natural selection produced immensevariety, a succession of new dominant types, and the emergence of mind. Ecology
demonstrates the relations of animals and plants
with each other and with their lifeless environment.
Physiology explains howorganisms work and utilise
the raw materials of their existence, genetics how
they reproduce and vary; ethology shows us the
spnngs and workings of behaviour.
And then the human phase. The new vision
showsus to ourselves in our correct place and perspective. We are composedof the same matter as
the rest of the universe, operated by the same
energy. Like other organisms, we are self-reproducing patterns of metabolism, depending on the
same apparatus of enzymes and genes as they. We
share emotions and drives and memory with
higher animals.
But we are animals with a difference, a unique
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kind of organism with new capacities--of reason,
creative imagination, conceptual thought, and communication by speech-symbols. And these have
given man a second method of evolution, by means
of the cumulative transmission of relevant experience, and have made him the latest dominant type
on earth. No other type of animal can possibly make
any major evolutionary advance so long as man is
there; man is to-day responsible for the whole
future of evolution on this planet.
Meanwhile, the knowledge-explosion of the last
hundred years has revolutionised our ideas about
history. Humanhistory nowincludes pre-history,
and is seen as an extension of biological evolution;
it is the brief and tentative beginningof the psychosocial phase of evolution, with millions of years
before it. Wecan detect certain major trends in the
process, certain key factors in its operations. It, too,
tends to produce higher organisation of ideas and
social institutions and machines,not of bodily structure and mechanism. It tends towards convergence
instead of divergence, towards the production of a
single inter-thinking group instead of a multiplicity
of separate inter-breeding groupsor species. It tends
persistendy towards increased and improved knowledge, and its better utilisation both for improved
practical control and for improved values and
beliefs for humanguidance.
Fulfilment is the key-word. Richer fulfilment for
more human beings as the comprehensive aim towards which humanity is being directed, both in
the long evolutionary future and in the brief lives
of individuals. As this is grasped, the Welfare
State will surely give place to the FulfilmentSociety.
It should not be beyond the wit of educational
manto devise a system bringing out the key ideas
of this newunitary vision.
Let me give a few examples. First and foremost
is man’srelation with nature, leading on to the idea
of conservation. Howto bring this out, especially
for townchildren, will be a major task of education.
Equallyimportant is the idea of scientific method,
illustrated by the increase of man’s understanding
about natural phenomena, including biological
phenomenasuch as reproduction, metabolism, behaviour, heredity, ecological balance, development,
and evolution. A historical approachis here clearly
indicated, to bring out the self-correcting nature of
scientific method, leading to an overall increase
of established knowledge; the importance of new
concepts in producing a better organisation of
factual knowledge; and the exciting prospect of
the huge areas still awaiting proper scientific
exploration.
Here the educationist has a formidable task--how
to introduce broad general ideas without vagueness,
howto pay adequate attention to national history
and achievement without sacrificing the world view
of history and of the general developmentof science,
religion, and art. One useful approach is to think
in terms of the history of ideas, and point out how
ideas becomeembodied in institutions and translated into activities.
The arts are in somewaysthe most difficult subject for the educationist to-day. The modernhardheaded world of economics and technology regards

them as a luxury, a frill, or mere escapism, and
the ingrained puritanism of Anglo-Saxondomand
orthodox Communism
suspects them as frivolous or
even demoralising. The proper approach, I take it,
is the operative or functional one. Whatdo the arts
do for us ? Whatfunctions can they perform in the
life of society and the lives of individuals? With
this, the problemis clarified. Art finds a place in
history: the teaching of history can be illuminated
by art, and conversely the evolution of art can be
related to historical fact. With the aid of modern
techniques of reproduction, boys and girls can
become acquainted with works of art, including
contemporary art, and begin to understand that
their appreciation requires interest and mental
discipline, not merelypassive reception.
In this field, "proiects" are well knownto be of
value--the actual doing of art, expressing your
ideas or feeling in paint or clay (or for that matter,
in music or drama). This is not likely to yield
great works of art, any more than school science
projects are likely to yield important discoveries;
but both bring homethe value of creative activity
to the doer as well as to the receiver.
Indeed, all project methods are an attempt to
emphasise the importance of doing and being in
education, as well as that of knowing. Thus, education should be two-sided. This eliciting of personal
possibilities, aimedat fuller exercise and enjoyment
of inherent capacities, is one side; the acquisition of
useful knowledgeand skills and social techniques
is the other.
The educationist should focus on the unrealised
possibilities of development.To start with, there is
the fact that in most humanbeings perception itself
is inadequate and slovenly, and so is posture: we
are makingvery poor use of the basic possibilities
of our being. To tackle this problem, we must begin
by consigning to the historical dustheap the outdated idea of the dualism of soul and body, mind
and brain. Weare, as H. G. Wells used to emphasise, unitary mind-bodies, whosemental-spiritual
and material-physiological properties are inextricably interlocked. Physical jerks and school games
are not adequate for the proper training of the
body. And we do virtually nothing to promote the
acquisition of inner mental skills like concentrated
insight or directed meditation.
Newvistas have been opened for education by
the important discovery made during the present
century that there is, in almost everyone, the capacity to profit from practising somecreative art (and
in many, somedegree of real talent). Weare being
driven to construct a newimage of man: and education must re-design itself to fit this newimage.
At the moment, as Sir Charles Snowstresses,
Britain must produce more scientists and technologists. Weneed a committee of the most representative nature to see howthis could be done without
still further aggravating the split in our culture.
Such a body should not merely consider what minor
adjustments should be made in the existing educational system, with its muddled thinking, its
confusion of special cadres and 61ite, its compartmentalised universities, competitive scholarships,
mass examinations, and precocious specialisation. It
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should consider its particular task in a general light
--in terms of education as a major organ of psychosocial evolution, with the reduction of waste and
frustration and the promotion of achievement and
fulfilment as its essential aim, and the eliciting of
capacities and the realisation of possibilities as its
essential method.
JULIAN HUXLEY

London

The T.L.S. Instructs...
DR. F~znL~xdoes not sound at all well. I have
been reading his article on "The T.L.S. Instructs
the Elite" in your March number, and I do not
know how to answer it without bringing on another bout of fever. For it is an imprecise article,
and therefore it cannot easily be countered except
on its own terms: by’ lobbing one unsupported
opinion against another.
What seems to have upset Dr. Fiedler is this.
As a memberof what he calls "mythically, the last
remnants of Bloomsbury," I have apparently collected some ill-disposed sophomores from the Ivy
League Graduate Schools and the Indiana School
of Letters and organised, in a special number of
The Times Literary Supplement, an estimate of the
American Imagination so wide of the mark that it
does not accord in every particular with Dr.
Fiedler’s personal views.
This shall not recur, I promise. Next time, Dr.
Fiedler shall write it all himsel~so far he only
claims to be the source of a single piece "perpetrated without even a nod in my direction and
with little ingenuity or incisiveness." He shall write
on all the subjects whichstrike him as lying at the
core of the American Imagination: on the subliterate Americanpublic, on Charles VanDoren, on
the incompetenceof Salinger and the shamelessness
of Clifton Fadiman, on Time and Li[e and the
Quiz and Leopold and Loeb, and the utter beastliness of middle-aged Britishers who once were
asked to dine with Lytton Strachey.
But we are not at next time yet; and I confess
myself at present unable msee just whyDr. Fiedler
is so queasy, unless it is that the writers in the
T.L.S. actually lil(ed a good manyaspects of the
AmericanImagination, and when they did not like
others gavereasons for their reaction. It is not easy
to pin Dr. Fiedler downabout this, since at one
momenthe shuts me up in what he calls a "highbrow ghetto" and at the next he accuses me and
all my works of going beyond the bounds of the
upper-philistine at one end of the scale and--in the
same paragraph---of the lower-philistine at the
other. Are we, then, so terribly, terribly clever and
smug that we consistently
look upon arts in
America through the wrong end of a telescope, or
so terribly, terribly bird-brained that we cannot
even discern what we are looking at? Since most
of Dr. Fiedler’s evidence is of the breathless kind
which either avoids facts or gets them wrong, I
cannot even answer my own question. To give only
two examples of his method: he is roughly a third
out in his basic statement about the T.L.S. "I do
not know [he writes] how many Americans are
aware that the circulation of the T.L.S. is some-
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where round about 33,000: I rather fancy some
imaginations do better." A letter to our management would have done better than any imagination; it would have provided Dr. Fiedler with an
accurate fact. Then, he goes on a few paragraphs
later, to showthat he cannot discriminate between
the editorial part of a paper and the advertising
matter provided by a professional copy-writer.
Noneof this would have stung meto reply, however, had not Dr. Fiedler attempted to maintain
a position so absurd that I cannot let it go by in
silence. His contention is that "hostility to the art
of Americais no longer chic," and that for this
reason I and my hired incompetents have tried to
climb on a freshly-painted bandwagon, so as to
assert an imaginary position as moral tutor of the
arts in the United States. Let Dr. Fiedler only
plough through our pages once again, and he will
find no evidence whatever of anything so silly. On
one page, it is true, we quote a passage from The
Education o[ Henry Adamsto the effect that "all
through life, one had seen the American on his
literary knees to the European; and all through
many lives back for some two centuries, one had
seen the European snub or patronise the American;
not always intentionally, but effectively." But that
describes a world which ended before either Dr.
Fiedler or I was born; and I cannot see what is
offensive about giving due recognition to the evergrowing part played in the world of the imagination by Americantalents during the last fifty years.
ALAN P~vcE-Jo~rs
London
IT IS not my fault that Leslie Fiedler didn’t know
that the writer of the article on television in the
Times Literary Supplementis an American.I asked
the editor to indicate this, and it could have been
done without violating the T.L.S.’s rule of anonymity (which doesn’t apply to poets or painters) but
it was not done.
On the other side, I am not to blame for the
strike in the printing trades whichdelayed publication of the special Supplement. My piece was
written before the quiz scandals became public.
Evenif it were written to-day I could not, within
the terms of my agreement with the T.L.S., have
done much more than mention the quiz shows and
their scandals. I was asked to write on TV and
the Americanimagination with a clear understanding that I woulddeal with the opportunities offered
to the creative artist by television and the effect of
television on the imagination of its public. I did
discuss the limited spur to the imagination brought
by reports and interpretation of public affairs and
the failure of producers to satisfy morethan a fraction of the interests and curiosities of their own
audiences, not to mention those of the "major
minorities" as Charles Siepmannhas called them.
Mr. Fiedler wanted me to do something neither I
nor the editor wanted done.
The significance of his attack lies in his compounding the "egghead fallacy," in demonstrating
why the genuine intellectual is doomedto be ineffective in dealing with such a phenomenonas
popular television.
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After noting that the American peopIe "glued
to their television sets" might be at a disadvantage
in dealing with the more severely-trained peoples
behind the Iron Curtain, Adlai Stevenson said,
"they aren’t even having a good time." I called
this "the egghead fallacy" and Mr. Fiedler says he
finds it easier to believe Mr. Stevenson than to
believe (what I said) that television provides entertainment "of relative goodness and vast copiousness; it is better entertainment than most people
could get elsewhere." Since he cannot doubt the
copiousness of television in America,he must doubt
its relative goodness. In the context of my article
the comparison was with other popular entertainments~those available
....
throughour the country, not
only ma few big cities. Noobserver of what really
goes on in the scattered theatres and concert halls
and (five days out of seven) in the movie houses
differs from mein this estimate.
It can be said that the American people ought
not to take pleasure in what television offers, that
what most of the people see most of the time is
degrading, that it isn’t good for people to have a
good time in such a way; the one thing that cannot
be said is that they aren’t having a good time. Anyone who has overheard conversations on suburban
trains or in supermarketsor in country post-offices
will testify to the absorption in and satisfaction
with the great bulk of television fare.
And anyone who has observed America closely
will say that this vast satisfaction given by trivial
and tawdry things is precisely what the intellectual
needs to be concerned with. It is his function to
discover the nature of this satisfaction and to discover also whetherthe public wantsare really satisfied and how to bring forward other latent wants.
He can work on improving standards of programmes and can work on raising the levels of
public demand. But he cannot work at all if he
refuses to acknowledge the grim fact that satisfaction with the present offerings does exist.
Mr. Fiedler rules himself out of court when he
says that "TV without quizzes is... Hamlet without the Prince." TVexisted before the quizzes
and exists now that the quizzes have virtually
ceasedto exist.
He rules himself out of another court--the court
of his professional peers. Deliberately refusing to
see what actually occurs in popular television, he
cannot believe that anyone can be trying to improve it without somehowselling out.
In a single sly paragraph he managesto associate
the bribed and perjured quiz stars with the M.C.
of the morally innocuous In]ormation Please, with
professors who make Shakespeare "palatable," and
asks what is "the real difference" between these
"accommodations"which "pandered to . . . public
confusion," these "examples of analagous deceit and
moral trifling" and Invitation to Learning.
This programme was created by LymanBryson,
a professor at Columbia University and a member
of the staff of the ColumbiaBroadcasting System,
whodevoted the latter part of his life to discovering how the mass media might be put to the use
of learning, how their dangerous anti-cultural
.powers might be curbed. His programme, accordmg to Mr. Fiedler, was a series of "eminently

respectable (sometimes insufferably boring) conversations about Great Literature .... " Mr. Fiedler
would be the first to condemnit if it had tried to
be always bright and merry about Plato and John
Locke. He manages somehowto suggest that there
was something ignoble and dishonest about "the
whole academic community" which collaborated
with Lyman Bryson.
I must assume that he wrote what he did before
LymanBryson died. For his imputation alone, for
the underhanded and slick suggestion he has put
over, he is self-condemned, he has committed intellectual dishonesty. I should think his friends
would find it as hard to forgive as I do who am,
for this, forever his enemy.
THE WRITER OF THE T.L.S. ARTICLE
U.S.A.

Auschwitz
IN his article
"Auschwitz and the Camp Commandant" [ENcovNTER,April], Mr. Constantine
FitzGibbon does not mention--but perhaps he can
explain ?--the extraordinary resemblance between
Rudolf Hoess’s autobiography and Robert Mede’s
novel, La Mort est monmdtier, published by Gallimard in x953. The protagonist of Merle’s novel
also had "an excessively strict father": he also, if
memoryserves, was a member of something like
the Freikorps and something like the "Atamanen":
he also was a prot~g~ of Himmler, and the commander of a Nazi death-camp. More remarkable
still, he also went about his appalling business with
the worried conscientiousness of a bureaucratic
zombie, apparently impervious to shame or horror.
A Franco-American critic (Henri Peyre: The Contemporary French Novel, Oxford University Press,
p. 324), writing in ~955--before the publication of
Hoess’s autobiography--declared (ironically enough)
that La Mort est mon mJtier "sounds false from
beginning to end and would be better forgotten."
It would be interesting to know whether it was
written with knowledge of Hoess’s papers or of
his history, and if not by what means Merle
divined the repulsive psychologyof his original.
RICHARD MAYNE

Brussels
[We would imagine that M. Merle was [amiliar
with some of the documents in the /orty-two
volumes o/Nuremberg trial testimony. There were
also several early accounts o] Hoessand his career,
and a special study written by the prison psychologist of the Nazi war criminals (c[. G. M. Gilbert,
The Psychologyof Dictatorship, z95o).--ED. NOTE.]

Nigel Dennis
MAY
I be allowed to congratulate you on acquiring
Nigel Dennis to write about theatre ? For us in the
theatre, especially for the young writers, to have
informed and mature consideration of our work
will be remarkable; not since DesmondMcCarthy
has this privilege been granted to us.
Royal Court Theatre,
London
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Brecht Again: A Soviet Reply
r~ r Mayissue o] "Inostrannaya Literatura"
~Rcv~tr~ oNx: Brecht did not live in the
("Foreign Literature") published a Note
Soviet Union during his years in emigration.
Berthold Brecht which occupied only two-andSo what? The present chairman of the East
German Writers" Union, Anna Seghers, also
a-half pages. Its purpose was to acquaint the
Soviet reader with the anti-Brecht campaign
spent those years not in Moscowbut in Mexico.
which is at present waged by many bourgeois
Does Eracou~TUXreally thin k that all Comliterary experts. The Note re-told, in particular,
munists who fled from Nazi Germany were
the gist of two articles--one published in the
obliged to go and live in the U.S.S.R.?
English journal E~COVNTrR,
and signed by the
~¢V~r~T "rwo: Brecht had his money in a
critic Esslin; the second, published in the
Swiss Bank. We do confess, we don’t know
French journal "Preuves," signed "’F.B."
where Brecht kept his money. What is more,
we don’t care. Had he been a banl(er or big
We repeat: the Note on Brecht pursued only
the most modest of objectives. It contained no
industrialist, it might have been interesting to
sensational disclosures, divulged no fresh facts.
establish where he banked and what shares he
It discovered no "Americas." Yet it aroused a
bought. But whenone speaks of an artist, what
storm of indignant protests. Thus, ENCOV~TSR matters is not where he kept his [ees but [or
answered it twice--in an editorial, under the
what cause he wrote his books.
~¢~r~T 3:vI~: Brecht had trouble with the
section "From the Other Shore," and in an
article entitled "Brecht and Moscow."The West
"’Communist censorship of Eastern Germany."
German journal "Der Monat," the French
Perhaps E~¢ouNxr~could go to the trouble o/
weekly "Arts," and the Spanish paper "Estafeta
enumerating Brecht’s plays and poems which
were banned by the "Communist censorship?"
literaria’" also joined in these polemics. Both
E~cour~Trr: and "’Der Monat" heavily attacked
Not. This it can’t do. For the simple reason that
there have been no such bans. Nor could there
our Note. The critic Esslin did not lag far
behind them in E~cou~TrR,accusing the author
have been any. And anyway, Berthold Brecht
of the Note of all the sins under the sun. How- was never in "disgrace." He was printed, staged,
ever, mayMr. Esslin’s heated and irascible tones
published, translated; his poems were learned
rest on his ownconscience. Let us try, instead,
by heart. He was praised, enthused over, revered,
and loved. Wilhelm Heck called Brecht "the
to make head or tail of the arguments put
ward by E~co’~wr~. But first we will make one
best playwright of our day." Walter Ulbricht
small reservation. In principle we are not at all
gave exceptionally high praise to his work and
called Brecht a "socialist writer." Brecht was
averse to a discussion of the wort(s of Brecht.
Whyshouldn’t we argue about Brecht’s artistry,
awardedthe International Lenin Prize "[or the
his theory of the "epic theatre," his images and
strengthening of Peace between Nations." Could
his style? Such argumentsare perfectly legitithat be called being "in disgrace"?
mate. After all, Brecht was a complex and conaRcws~T ~ou~: In his posthumous poems
tradictory artist, and his works have always
Brecht allegedly expressed sympathy with the
counter-revolutionary elements who provoked
aroused heated disputes and passionate debates.
Is it, perhaps, that E~co~r~’r~xand Esslin have
disorders in June, ~953, in Berlin. But here, too,
started this sort of discussion? Alas, no!...
Western critics
have got it wrong! They
The well-known Swiss playwright, Duerrenobviously don’t know that Brecht’s posthumous
matt, said recently that "Brecht’s Communism poems were published in the East German
journal "Sinn und Form," which selected ten
must be taken seriously," that Brecht was a
"revolutionary" and "our judge." What a pity
poems. Nine of them are lyrical in style, and
that
Mr. Esslin and manyof his colleagues lac
there are no political themes. But the tenth is
k
the courage to take Brecht" s Communism
political and is a direct reaction to the events
seriously. And precisely for that reason they inof June ~Tth, ~953. There is no need to quote
vent--to put it mildly--the strange thesis that
in full this poem which to Mr. Esslin and his
Brecht’s ideology was half "ambiguous" and
friends is like a red rag to a bull ....
half "anti-Soviet."
The attention shown by the reactionary
Westernliterary experts in Brecht’s heritage and
Let us say [rankly that while indulging in
polemics with us, neither Mr. Esslin nor the
the personality of the writer does not seemsurjournal E~covI~r~ nor the journal "Der Monat"
prising to us. The corner-stone of the bourgeois
bother much about finding proper arguments.
school of literature has for centuries been the
They call [or proof, but themselves indulge in
thesis which alleged that ideology hamperedthe
hints, gossip, exclamation marks, and obscure
development of art. The Muses, they say,
ideas. Nevertheless, don’t complain, dear reader:
sake the artists whohave set themselves the aim
of fighting for progress and Communism.And
we shall have to quote absolutely all the arguments given by El~co~xrx and the critic Esslin
in order to prove this, bourgeois critics try to
(a task madeeasier by the [act that E~cow~r.R slander Brecht. He is dead. Perhaps they’ll
has already numbered them and put them in
manageto convince public opinion that Brecht
the right order). And this is the reason: those
was not a Communistor, at any rate, wasn’t one
whocriticise us maintain that this journal would
all the time. They needn’t waste their breath ....
never dare to make known their arguments to
L. Cl~r~^~^ in Inostrannaya Literatura
the Soviet reader. So awe-inspiring are they, so
convincing! Let us examine these arguments:
(Moscow,
No. 2, 196o
)
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Max Hayward (who has translated
both Abram
Tertz’ The Trial Begins in our January issue and
NewYear’s Fable in this current number) writes:
"This is the first work of Vladlmir Dudintsev
to be published since Not by Bread Alone. It can
be read in various ways. It has, for instance, been
elaborately deciphered as an allegory in which the
reformed bandit chief is a chastened Party Leader
trying to remedythe evils of the past. It could also
be taken more simply as a homily, in a sciencefiction setting, on the hallowed theme of "labor
vincit omnia.’... But whateversignificance, allegorical or otherwise, may be attached to it, perhaps
the most interesting thing about it is the fact of
its publication. In ~956Dudintsevwas very severely
mauled for, in effect, creating a newtype of hero
in Soviet literature: namely, the lone rebel whois
prepared to fight for the truth as he sees it, not
as the authorities will it. In thus raising the individual above the cowardly and conservative ’collective,’ Dudintsev was upsetting the Socialist
Realist axiom that the wayto success and glory lies
through service to a higher truth mysteriously in-

ALANSILLITOE
The General
His majornewnovel provesthat he
is no one-track

writer.

~ 3s 6d

MICHAEL HASTINGS
The Frauds
Theastonishinglymaturenewnovel
fromthis talentedyoung
writer. ~ gs

EDMUND WILSON
Apologies to the Iroquois
Hisremarkablesurveyof the present
conditions
Indians.

of the North American
Illustrated.
3 6s
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ALLEN

vested in the Party and the ’masses.’... Four years
ago the high priests of the doctrine, pretending to
speak in the nameof outraged public opinion, were
able to hound Dudintsev and others like him into
silence. NowDudintsev has produced this tale
whose promethean hero is a worthy successor to
Lopatkin of Not By Bread Alone. It has been calmly
published in the leading literary monthly Novy Mir
and there has been no outcry from any quarter. The
only criticism publishedso far accepts it as a seasonable moral tale, adding only a mild reproof on
account of its ’obscurity.’... Its publication serves
as a further indication of the great change for the
better in the position of Soviet writers since they
held their Third Congress in Maylast year. In his
address Khrushchevgave a promise that they would
be allowed to run their own affairs with greater
freedom, particularly in matters of editorial policy.
Judging by the re-admission to print of an unrepentant Dudintsev, the promise is evidently being
kept .... "

R. H. S. Crossmanis completing a book on Israel,
a sequel to his Palestine Mission of fifteen years
ago. The new work will be published by Hamish
Hamilton, London and Atheneum, New York. A
second article on "Bevin and Ben-Gurion" will be
appearing in ENCOUNTER
next month.

MorroeBerger has visited Egypt regularly since
his American military service in the Middle East
during the war years. He has published a book on
the Egyptian Civil Service, and is at present Professor of Sociology at Princeton University.
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